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Implementation science is being developed for use in human services and other domains (Fixsen,
Naoom, Blase, Friedman, & Wallace, 2005; Meyers, Durlak, & Wandersman, 2012; Tabak,
Khoong, Chambers, & Brownson, 2012; Winter & Szulanski, 2001). While implementation
science has been developing for some time (Saetren, 2005), in the last few decades it has begun
to develop rapidly. For example, on December 15, 2018 a Google Scholar search for
“implementation research” yielded 80,600 returns, 23% of them since 2014. A search for
“implementation science” produced 46,100 returns with 40% of them since 2014. Rapid
development can be attributed to recognition of the role of implementation in closing the science
to service gap: the gap between substantial investments in developing effective innovations and
the continuing need for significant improvements in health, education, and social services (Bryk,
2016; Kessler & Glasgow, 2011; Perl, 2011).
Given the increasing attention to implementation in a variety of contexts, the purpose of this
article is to explore implementation science as a science. The idea of science, and the use of the
scientific method to test predictions and hypotheses to advance science are discussed in the
practical contexts faced by implementation scientists. Theory and the ability to establish
implementation independent variables for study are cited as two areas for development.

What is Science?
The Merriam-Webster dictionary (https://www.merriam-webster.com/) defines science as the
“system of knowledge covering general truths or the operation of general laws especially as
obtained and tested through scientific method.” The scientific method is defined as “principles
and procedures for the systematic pursuit of knowledge involving the recognition and
formulation of a problem, the collection of data through observation and experiment, and the
formulation and testing of hypotheses.” In his book The Invention of Science, Wootton (2015, p.
393) says, “What makes it science is not that it provides an explanation but that it provides
reliable predictions.”
Note that research can be done without contributing directly to science. A person may be
curious about something and conduct research that subsequently adds to the knowledge base
about that topic. The implementation field is overwhelmed with surveys and studies that add to
the knowledge base without necessarily contributing to science. It is rare to find research that
explicitly makes a theory-based prediction about an implementation variable then tests that
prediction in practice (for a good example, see Seers et al., 2018).
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Science-based research must outpace curiosity-based research if the interest in implementation is
to further a science of implementation.

What is Implementation Science?
The Merriam-Webster dictionary defines implement as “to equip” and as a “device used in the
performance of a task.” In this sense, implementation science is the science of equipping people
to perform tasks. After decades of study, the Active Implementation Research Network (Fixsen,
Blase, Naoom, & Wallace, 2009) defines implementation science as “the study of factors that
influence the full and effective use of innovations in practice. The goal of implementation
science is not to answer factual questions about what is, but to determine what is required
(mission driven).” Wootton points to the mission-driven nature of science by noting that "One
must always proceed from wonder to no wonder; that is, one should continue one's investigation
until that which we thought strange no longer seems strange to us." (Wootton, 2015, p 299, citing
the Dutch philosopher and scientist Isaac Beeckman, 1626). The mission of implementation
research is “to proceed from wonder to no wonder” as implementation knowledge is developed.

Theory
There are many things that potentially may have some bearing on how to improve the impact of
proven or developing interventions. Unfortunately, “may have” does not equate to “does” in
science. “Scientific inquiry” demands more than speculation; science requires a clearly stated
theory that generates predictions (if-then) and testable hypotheses (Popper, 1963, 2002). There
are multiple implementation frameworks (Meyers et al., 2012; Tabak et al., 2012) that could
serve as a source of predictions (if-then) and hypotheses (explanations of if-then relationships).
For implementation science the Improved Clinical Effectiveness through Behavioural Research
Group (2006) distinguishes among grand theories, mid-range theories, and micro-theories.
These are summarized in Table 1.
Table 1. Levels of theory as defined by the Improved Clinical Effectiveness through Behavioural
Research Group (2006).
Scope
Grand or Macro
Theory

Mid-Range Theory

Definition
A grand or macro theory is a
very broad theory that
encompasses a wide range of
phenomena
A mid-range theory is more
limited in scope, less abstract,
addresses specific phenomena,
and reflects practice. It
encompasses a limited number

Purpose
A grand theory is a general
construction about the nature and
goals of a discipline
Mid-range theory is designed to
guide empirical inquiry.
Mid-range theories are made up of
relatively concrete concepts that are
operationally defined and relatively
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Micro Theory

of concepts and a limited
aspect of the real world.
A micro, practice or situationspecific theory (sometimes
referred to as prescriptive
theory) has the narrowest
range of interest.

concrete propositions that can be
empirically tested.
Focuses on specific phenomena that
reflect clinical practice, and are
limited to specific populations or to
a particular field of practice.

The Active Implementation Frameworks (Blase & Fixsen, 2013; Fixsen, Blase, Metz, & Van
Dyke, 2015; Fixsen et al., 2009) and the other implementation frameworks that have been
developed can be considered mid-range theories of implementation.

Predictions and Hypotheses
If reliable predictions define science and if testing predictions is the work of scientists, then
implementation science is a science to the extent that a) predictions are made and b) those
predictions are tested in practice using the scientific method.
Predictions in the if-then logical format necessarily require a way to first produce the “if.” In
science, Wootton (2015) distinguishes between discovery and invention. If something already
exists, a scientist or explorer can discover it. Gravity already existed before Galileo described
the “law of fall” and Newton described it in a mathematical formula. In physics, chemistry,
biology, and other “hard sciences” scientists can study natural phenomena that exist everywhere
(e.g. every living thing has chromosomes that can be studied; chemical elements already exist
and are waiting to be observed). The independent variable exists in nature and if-then
relationships can be discovered by researchers.
On the other hand, inventions are new and do not exist in nature. In the so-called “soft sciences”
the independent variable must be produced by the scientist. Unlike waiting for a solar eclipse to
test Einstein’s predictions of spacetime (Pasachoff, 2009), implementation scientists cannot wait
for an expert implementation team (a postulated implementation independent variable) to form
and begin to function and then assess the outcomes (Fixsen et al., 2005; Appendix D:
Hypotheses for Advancing Implementation Science). This may never happen in any predictable
and assessable way.

Implementation Independent Variables (if this …)
The independent variables in implementation science are inventions. To have an implementation
science, implementation scientists must be able to produce the independent variable on demand
so that predictions of its effects can be measured (if this, then that). At this point, soft-science
increases in complexity. Consider the logic:
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1. An implementation scientist must be able to produce the independent variable on demand
(if this). For example, a prediction might be that if a high functioning implementation
team supports practitioners’ use of an evidence-based program, then the practitioners will
use the evidence-based program with high fidelity and good outcomes.
2. Production of the independent variable itself requires implementation knowledge and
skill. For example, who
produces implementation
teams? How can researchers
produce implementation teams
reliably and effectively so they
can be studied within an
experimental design?
a.
A contributor to the
complexity of implementation
science is that each
independent variable required
to test a prediction is, itself, a
dependent variable in the
Figure 1. Each independent variable is a dependent variable in context of a test of the
prediction.
implementation research.
The overall logic is presented in Figure 1. A research group (an independent variable) must be
sufficiently skilled in implementation practice to function as an Implementation Team (a
dependent variable) so that the Implementation Team (an independent variable) can produce
practitioners who use an innovation with fidelity (a dependent variable). At the next level, the
practitioners’ use of an innovation with fidelity (an independent variable) is assessed in terms of
benefits to recipients (a dependent variable).
In this example, the fidelity of practitioners’ use of an innovation is both a dependent variable
and an independent variable. Perhaps this dual role helps to explain the number of studies of
fidelity and its role in producing desired outcomes and in analyzing outcome data (e.g. Bartley,
Bright, & DePanfilis, 2017; Durlak & DuPre, 2008; Hurley, Lambert, Gross, Thompson, &
Farmer, 2017; Naleppa & Cagle, 2010; Sanetti & Kratochwill, 2014; Tommeraas & Ogden,
2016).
In addition, without an assessment of the fidelity of the implementation independent variable it is
difficult to interpret the outcomes of intervention independent variables (Harvey, McCormack,
Kitson, Lynch, & Titchen, 2018; Rycroft-Malone et al., 2018; Seers et al., 2018; Tiruneh et al.,
2018).
How, then, can implementation independent variables be produced on purpose? Perhaps by
using implementation best practices to produce them? The circularity of developing
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implementation science as a science becomes apparent – some implementation knowledge and
skill are required to produce implementation independent variables suitable for study. The lack
of assessments of Implementation Team performance is a problem when attempting to advance
implementation as a science. Ultimately (see Figure 1), Implementation Team performance is a
function of a research group’s ability to use implementation best practices (Fixsen, Ward, Blase,
et al., 2018) to establish effective Implementation Teams that support high fidelity use of an
independent variable.
This calls for a different perspective on developing theory and testing hypotheses and predictions
in implementation science. For example, Galileo had a powerful (at that time) telescope built to
enhance his observations of the night sky. However, he did not have to produce the stars that
were the object of the observations. The difference is implementation scientists need to
“produce the stars.” That is, they need to produce high functioning Implementation Teams if
they want to study the potential effects of Implementation Teams. The independent variable is
not already there waiting to be observed.
To establish implementation independent variables, implementation science must rely on
implementation practice. Fortunately, implementation practice has been developing and
improving since the middle of the 20th century. Best practices have been summarized and
operationalized and lists of best practices have been organized into coherent frameworks to guide
implementation practice in human services and other fields (for examples, see: Allanson et al.,
2017; Blanchard et al., 2017; Blase, Fixsen, Naoom, & Wallace, 2005; Fixsen et al., 2005;
Glennan Jr., Bodilly, Galegher, & Kerr, 2004; Greenhalgh, Robert, MacFarlane, Bate, &
Kyriakidou, 2004; Meyers et al., 2012; Øvretveit, Mittman, Rubenstein, & Ganz, 2017;
Schoenwald & Garland, 2013).
Implementation best practices are needed to establish implementation independent variables at
the right time and place and with the quality required to test predictions and hypotheses.

Observation
Predictions in the if-then logical format require a way to observe the “then” to see if a prediction
is disconfirmed in practice. When describing the invention of science, Wootton (2015, pp. 258259) explains that "Before the Scientific Revolution facts were few and far between: they were
handmade, bespoke rather than mass produced, they were poorly distributed, they were often
unreliable."… "Establishing facts depends upon instruments ... which have to be standardized."
… "Precision was pointless when units of measurement were local." Centuries ago, telescopes
and microscopes provided new ways to observe with clarity and precision that far exceeded
human sensory capacity. As the technologies improved, observation became reliable and
repeatable from one group of scientists to another to inform science.
In implementation science, observation is a problem. Various measures exist and fit the
“handmade” and “often unreliable” versions that pre-date the Scientific Revolution. Lewis et al.
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(2015) catalogued 104 existing implementation-related measures and found them lacking in
reliability, validity, and conceptual clarity. Proctor et al. (2011) described potential
implementation measures derived from a review of concepts in the literature. Of the eight
proposed measures, three (adoption, cost, fidelity) relate to implementation; three (acceptability,
appropriateness/fit, feasibility) concern the innovation and two (sustainability, penetration).
relate to scaling. Weiner et al. (2017) developed new implementation outcome measures where
each item concerns the innovation (“This EBP meets my approval;” “This EBP seems
applicable”), similar to acceptability, appropriateness/fit, and feasibility in the Proctor et al. list.
Finally, reviews of the implementation research literature note that it is unusual for any measure
to be used by more than one researcher (Allen et al., 2017; Fixsen et al., 2005).
The lack of useful and agreed-upon measures is a problem. If implementation independent
variables (inventions) must be produced, then there must be some way to detect the presence and
strength of the implementation independent variable in practice. Otherwise, the risk of Type III
errors increases. Statistics calls attention to Type I errors (false positives) and Type II errors
(false negatives). In implementation, a Type III error occurs when one is attempting to study the
impact of a variable that does not exist in practice (Dobson & Cook, 1980; Harvey et al., 2018).
In implementation studies, the fidelity with which implementation supports are provided is an
important factor. If implementation dependent variables are to contribute to a science of
implementation, then there must be commonly used measures of implementation outcomes.
Pinnock et al. (2017) have proposed criteria for publishing research on implementation. The
criteria include specific descriptions of intervention methods and outcomes, and specific
descriptions of implementation methods and outcomes. These criteria hold promise for
advancing the field.
The lack of repeated measures is a problem. Implementation is widely acknowledged as a
complex process that may take several years to accomplish desired outcomes. Yet, few research
studies examine implementation variables over time and use data to bring the process to light.
Some examples are provided by Panzano and colleagues (Massatti, Sweeney, Panzano, & Roth,
2008; Panzano & Billings, 1994; Panzano & Roth, 2006; Panzano et al., 2004) who assessed 91
agencies every nine months for several years and identified patterns of adoption, use, deadoption,
and readoption of selected evidence-based programs. McIntosh, Mercer, Nese, and Ghemraoui
(2016) had repeated measures of intervention fidelity across five years for over 5,000 schools
and found distinct patterns for achieving, sustaining, and losing fidelity. Independent studies
have documented the progress of scaling for over a decade in Scandinavian countries using
repeated measures of fidelity (Sigmarsdóttir et al., 2018; Tommeraas & Ogden, 2016). The
studies document the consistent fidelity resulting from the use of consistent implementation
supports (Ogden et al., 2012). In other studies, repeated measures of implementation capacity
development have been conducted every six months for 18 months (Chaple & Sacks, 2016;
McGovern, Matzkin, & Giard, 2007) and for five years (Fixsen, Ward, Ryan Jackson, et al.,
2018; Ryan Jackson et al., 2018). These studies show the impact of implementation capacity
development on attaining and sustaining criterion performance in organizations and systems.
Repeated measures are used in global health environment to track the use of nationally
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sanctioned innovations and to document the improvements in innovations as they are used in
practice (Adondiwo et al., 2013; Thomassen, Mann, Mbwana, & Brattebo, 2015).
These longitudinal studies are not typical, but they should be. After, before and after, one-time,
or short-term assessments are interesting but may add little to the science of implementation. To
do something once or even a few times is interesting. To be able to do something repeatedly
with useful outcomes and documented improvements over decades will produce socially
significant benefits for whole populations (Fixsen, Blase, & Fixsen, 2017). Data on the
processes of implementation over time are badly needed.
Measures of implementation and capacity have been developed to assess factors in the Active
Implementation Frameworks. A generalizable measure of Implementation Drivers (Fixsen,
Blase, Naoom, & Wallace, 2006; Fixsen, Ward, Blase, et al., 2018) assesses Competency Drivers
(staff selection, training, coaching, and fidelity), Organization Drivers (facilitative
administration, decision support data system, system intervention), and Leadership Drivers
(technical, adaptive). This measure has been used to assess implementation in large scale
applications (Ogden et al., 2012; Tommeraas & Ogden, 2016). Another measure tracks the
extent to which an organization is using an innovation with fidelity (Fixsen & Blase, 2009) so
that overall fidelity and overall outcomes can be assessed. A set of measures to assess
implementation capacity in organizations and systems have been developed based on the Active
Implementation Frameworks (Fixsen, Ward, Duda, Horner, & Blase, 2015; Russell et al., 2016;
St. Martin, Ward, Harms, Russell, & Fixsen, 2015; Ward et al., 2015). These measures assess
leadership and executive management investment, system alignment, and commitment to
Implementation Team development.
Linked Implementation Teams have been developed and evaluated in complex state education
systems using these measures to guide action planning (Fixsen, Ward, Ryan Jackson, et al.,
2018; Ryan Jackson et al., 2018; Ward, Ryan Jackson, Cusumano, & Fixsen, 2018). Measures
for assessing Implementation Stages have been established (Saldana, Chamberlain, Wang, &
Brown, 2012) and used in practice as summarized by Fixsen, Blase, and Van Dyke (2018). With
the Active Implementation Frameworks as a mid-range theory of implementation (Improved
Clinical Effectiveness through Behavioural Research Group, 2006), theory-based predictions are
made, the Active Implementation Frameworks are used to establish the independent variables,
and measures informed by the Active Implementation Frameworks are used to test the
predictions in practice. In this way, the theory continues to improve and become more evidencebased.

Conclusion
At this point, implementation research is working toward meeting the criteria for becoming a
science of implementation. It is not yet a “system of knowledge covering general truths” but
mid-range theories are developing as a source of predictions (if-then) that can be tested in
practice (then-what).
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The next steps are to develop common concepts that are described using common language and
assessed with common measures. If we have common concepts, common language, and
common measures then implementation science can be crowdsourced globally where many
researchers are working to generate concept-related knowledge that readily can be
communicated and used by all.
Yet, the field is on the cusp on rapid and dramatic development. Potentially powerful
implementation variables have been identified and operationalized. The efforts of so many over
the past half century are about to bear fruit.
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